How can I export versioned pages with a Confluence default exporter

Question
How can I export a versioned space with a Confluence default exporter?

Answer
The best way to export a space managed with Scroll Versions is to use one of our Scroll Exporters.

To export versioned pages with a default exporter you either have to publish the wanted versioned to a new space or export the currently published version with a user without Scroll Versions permissions.

Publish to a new space
To export versioned pages with a default exporter:

1. Publish the wanted version to a new space.
2. Export the new space to the wanted format.

Export from the Reader view
Before you begin: Make sure that the version you want to publish is published within the same space and that you are logged in with a user without Scroll Versions permissions.

To export from the reader view:

1. Switch to the Reader view.
2. Export the version to the wanted format.